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EXECUTIVE MANAGER'S
GREETINGS
My second year as the POW Finland's Executive Manager is behind and now it is time to look back
what we have achieved last year. 

A lot has already been done, but there is still a lot to do! The development of Protect Our Winters
Finland Ry has felt a bit like the entire climate work globally. Many good things and big changes
are already happening, many decisions have already been made, and there is a lot of potential for
even more to happen. But as always, there should be more resources. Climate action is urgent and
right now, it is important to find the superpower of climate work in each of us to accelerate the
change. 

POW Finland is on a strong path of growth and we are especially happy that we have been able to
activate parties for whom climate work is rather new. Internationally, POW has grown from the
idea of   snowboarders into a movement that unites the entire winter sports community and the
outdoor community. 

In order for our operations to continue on the path of growth, we need more will, desire for change,
more resources, people and money. We need more will of the heart to protect the future of all of us.
Through this report, you can familiarize yourself with our activities, measures and campaigns for
the 2021-2022 season. 

Hopefully, it will strengthen the idea of   joining the activity as a volunteer, partner, donor, expert,
sponsor or in another role that suits you. Climate work and winters need you! 

Best regards, Noora Vihervaara, Executive Director of POW Finland
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POW Social media reach 

15K
POW Social media 

280.000€
Support from partners 

640894
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+30% 
members



02 STRATEGY EMPHASIS

The 2021-2022 activities were guided by POW Finland's strategy, the starting
point of which was POW EU's guidelines, where the focus of the strategy is
especially on measures to reduce emissions from transport and tourism.

POLITICAL CHANGES01
Let's create support within the winter sports community for the Finnish
government's goals of carbon-neutral Finland by 2035 and halving traffic
emissions by 2030. Without widespread public support, it is unlikely that these
goals will be achieved. 

CO-OPERATION & PARTNERSHIPS02

We work closely with partners, especially with ski resorts, so that the winter
sports destinations in the home country and the surrounding areas are an
attractive alternative to traveling to the Alps, Japan, North America or other
winter sports destinations that require air travel.

COMMUNITY CHANGES03

We will increase the winter sports community's awareness of the carbon
footprint of different modes of transport and encourage the use of public
transport when traveling to winter sports and winter holiday destinations.
POW's ambassadors, partners and activists act as role models and influencers in
promoting low-emission forms of mobility.

"The winter sports community is seen to be even
more part of the problem than the solution. The

goal is to turn this situation around."

FOCUS ON THE CLIMATE EFFECTS 
 OF TRAFFIC AND TOURISM 
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Noora Vihervaara, who was elected executive director in 2020, was responsible for POW's
operational activities in the 2021-2022 term. Community manager Sini Pyy was hired to develop
operational activities in June 2022. Interns and POW volunteers made a great contribution to
POW's activities. 

The activities of POW Finland are managed by the chairman and the board is elected by the
annual meeting. Until the 15th of November 2021, the board members were Miikka Hast
(president), Niklas Kaskeala (vice president), Laura Tarvainen, Jari Salo, Jusu Toivonen, Jonne
Silonsaari, Janne Mahlamäki and Linnea Eerola.

At the annual meeting, held on the 15th of November 2021, the new board was elected: Miikka Hast
(president) Niklas Kaskeala (vice president), Laura Tarvainen, Jari Salo, Jusu Toivonen, Jonne
Silonsaari, Matti Kahra and Kalle Viira
 
The board dealt with the association's operations, finances, fundraising and operational
development. The board met for remote meetings about once a month. The board kept in touch
and made decisions in the Slack communication service. No remuneration was paid to the board.

CHAIR 
Miikka Hast 

VICE-CHAIR
Niklas Kaskeala

BOARD MEMBER
Laura Tarvainen

BOARD MEMBER
Matti Kahra

BOARD MEMBER
Jari Salo

BOARD MEMBER
Jonne Silonsaari

BOARD MEMBER
Kalle Viira

BOARD MEMBER
Jusu Toivonen

EXCECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Noora Vihervaara 

COMMUNITY MANAGER
Sini Pyy

03 POW TEAM

OPERATIVE TEAM

BOARD OF DIRECTIONS



POW's community is open to everyone who loves winter and winter sports. The
ambassadors bring forth the message of the importance of saving winters with their
own example. POW's ambassadors are both active winter sportspeople and winter-
loving creative professionals as well as environmental and climate experts.

The ambassadors are POW's superpower and with the help of the ambassadors,
POW's climate message is spread in the ambassadors' networks, speaking
engagements, in the media and in the ambassadors' own social media channels.

30
Ambassadord

n. 600.000
Potential social media reach

AMBASSADORS

8
New ambassadors

03 POW TEAM
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POW SOCIAL MEDIA
Regarding social media, the changes in algorithms and the lack of resources were reflected
in the results and the frequency of publications. However, the number of followers on the
channels is on the rise. Also, our new LinkedIn channel has already gathered 857 followers.
However, POW in social media is much more what we can measure in terms of our own
channels. (Note figures 1.9.2021-31.5.2022, source Sponsor Insight)

01

COMBINED REACH

15.112
OVERALL FOLLOWER 

COUNT 

631.419

DEMOGRAPHY

LIKES

19.155
COMMENTS AND SHARES 

787

04 COMMUNICATIONS



A lot happens in the social media of our followers, partners and ambassadors, from
which we don't always get the numbers. Here are some highlights and feelings of how
the hashtag #PELASTETAANTALVET (#protectourwinters) is actively used.

01

POW SOCIAL MEDIA

4700 Public posts
 #pelastetaantalvet
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POW IN THE MEDIA
POW is seen and heard. In addition to campaigns, we get into the media especially
through ambassadors and other POW activists. The POW story and approach to
climate change is also interesting in itself.

01

Ilta-Sanomat / Talvielämykset kotimaassa -extra

Yle Areena - Urheilua ilmastokriisin aikaan

Examples of POW in the media: 
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01

· 360journalismia.fi -Vähälumisuus uhkaa talven leikkejä
· Lumen jäljillä kirja Ski.fi - Heidi Kalmari
· https://taivasalla.fi/lumilautailijan-matka-ilmastovaikuttajaksi/
· https://www.ski.fi/laskettelu/kymmenen-askelta-vastuulliseen-laskemiseen/
 · https://rodeosnow.fi/laskettelukeskusten-ja-harrastajien- ymparistovastuu/  
 · https://yle.fi/urheilu/3-12301774
 · https://www.iltalehti.fi/talviurheilu/a/899c289a-fcf2-4462-ad1e-c94edf20927d
 · https://www.hs.fi/mielipide/art-2000008117652.html?
share=517c4565d613b52aeb8aae533c83be8e 

HS opinion - discussion

POW ON OTHER MEDIA OUTLETS

POW IN THE MEDIA
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https://www.360journalismia.fi/vahalumisuus-uhkaa-talven-leikkeja/
https://www.ski.fi/laskettelu/jos-lunta-ei-olisi-lumen-jaljilla-kirja-puntaroi-aihetta/


01

Partioaitta 365 - MAGAZINE

Hiihto - lehti

POW IN THE MEDIA
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POW AMBASSADORS IN THE MEDIA

01

Enni Rukajärvi - Commentary during the Olympics 

Miikka Hast - Vuorikasti

Siv Knudsen - HS
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ADVOCACY

STATEMENTS AND DIALOGUES

Ski.fi annual meeting - Noora Vihervaara's speech on the importance of climate
measures in the ski resort field 
Olympic committee - Niklas Kaskealan speech
Ruka season opening - Antti Autti's speech "An imperfect climate advocate"
More sustainable tourism - Enni Rukajärvi
Youth Olympics - Miikka Hast speech about POW climate message
HIFK sustainability seminar: What winter sports can do for winters?
Niklas Kaskeala and Martti Jylhä in a panel discussion on climate action in the
business field
Lapland university of applied sciences - volunteering course - Miikka Hast talk
about volunteering at POW
Climate high schools - Miikka Hast
Tikkurila high school - Siv Knudsen

 
POW Finland continued their political advocacy work, especially together with other
Finnish climate organizations. A working group on political influence was established
during the term. Together we made statements, press releases and went to meet political
decision-makers. Our advocacy work was highlighting the themes of sustainable mobility
and tourism.
 

Speeches by ambassadors, POW board members and staff are an excellent and
important way to spread POW's climate message. POW was present e.g. in the events
below: 

04 COMMUNICATIONS
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https://partners.hifk.fi/hifkn-vastuullisuuswebinaari-mita-talviurheilu-voi-tehda-talville/


ANNUAL ASSEMBLY 2021
Our annual meeting was organized in connection with the
opening of Ruka ski resort on the 9th of October 2021 , and it
gathered almost 30 participants to the meeting either on site or
remotely.

At the annual meeting, a new board was elected and in Ruka, a
POW run was skied for the winters with more than a hundred
skiers and snowboarders. Also, one of our ambassadors, Antti
Autti's speech was heard with the topic of "Imperfect advocate
for the climate".

LEVI WC PARTNERSHIP 
If you followed the Levi World Cup race on TV,
you surely couldn't avoid seeing the POW
logo there. We got the opportunity to appear
in the games as part of pro bono cooperation!

A big thanks to the competition organization
for giving us the opportunity to be seen on TV
by up to 250 million viewers around the world. 

79.153€
Levi WC POW logo visibility
  value in the Finnish media
(Source: Sponsor Insight)

SNOWBOARDING FINNISH
CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Snowboard Association has been a supporting
member of POW for several years. As part of this
year's cooperation, POW was able to be a visible part
of the Tahko & Kasurila Finnish Championship
competitions, reminding the participants of an
important topic.

100+
More than a hundred skiers participated in
the POW run organized in connection with
the annual meeting

180+ Participants in National championships 
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https://www.protectourwinters.fi/epataydellinen-ilmaston-puolestapuhuja/
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#PYSYNLÄHELLÄ - 
Photography workshop 
Introducing a sustainable lifestyle through social media
images is a strong means of influence. When people get
excited to get to know the gems of their neighborhood
and talk about them on social media, others will find these
destinations even more easily in the future. Or is that the
case? This is what we studied as part of the Master's thesis  
in a workshop organized in Rovaniemi in the spring of
2022.

POW RUN AT PYHÄ

SAVE POND HOCKEY TURNAUS@HKI

In Pyhä, a POW run was held
in connection with the
opening, led by ambassadors
and members of the
government. Despite the
bitter cold, more than 50
people participated in the
event.

PICTURE: Marko Seuranen PICTURE: Mikko Hallikainen

15
Participants

50+

05 EVENTS

Participants



In the Lumettomat Joululaulut -campaign, born from
Nord DDB Helsinki's idea, Finland's most popular
Christmas carols had to deal with climate change. The
most loved Christmas carols were sung again in snow-
free versions, so that both decision-makers and
consumers would understand the transience of snowy
Christmases.

The campaign was launched with a peaceful
demonstration on the steps of the Parliament, where a
children's choir performed Snowless Christmas Carols
for the people's representatives. In addition, we
distributed the Lumettomat Joululaulut potpourri on
online music services and social media channels.
Outdoor advertising reached our target group around
Christmas from railway stations and ski resorts all over
Finland.

A large group of POW ambassadors and other
influencers went along to launch the campaign. The
media (HS, HBL) also raised the news in the media. 

06 CAMPAIGNS

1
Grand One 
 "best campaign"
honorary mention

LUMETTOMAT JOULULAULUT 
(CHRISTMAS CAROLS WITHOUT SNOW)



01

06 CAMPAIGNS

200
Letters sent to the MPs

Targeted message to the MPs:

400
Emails sent to the MPs

5
MPs present

1
A wonderful choir performing
on the steps of the parliament
building

LUMETTOMAT JOULULAULUT 
(CHRISTMAS CAROLS WITHOUT SNOW)



06 CAMPAIGNS

Social media campaign:

15000
Followers

@pallonkokoinenelama

39800
Followers

@rukaskiresort

4629
Followers

@taivasalla

2742
Followers

@lottapumpui

2404
Followers

@inkahopsu

6885
Followers

@harritarvainen

2713
Followers

@mariholopainen

5413
Followers

@veeramalmivaara

7428
Followers

@maikivela

18300
Followers

@pyhaskiresort

LUMETTOMAT JOULULAULUT 
(CHRISTMAS CAROLS WITHOUT SNOW)



06 CAMPAIGNS

89mio
potential reach

Campaign in media space donated by Mediateko:

Campaign in the media:

70
Shows in Mediateko's
advertising space at
railway stations and ski
resorts, the "Snowless
Christmas campaign in
December-January

LUMETTOMAT JOULULAULUT 
(CHRISTMAS CAROLS WITHOUT SNOW)



#ÄÄNESTÄLOMPAKOLLASI -
#DIVESTTHEDIRT

Money plays a significant role in the fight against climate change and that's why we at POW
wanted to raise this important issue in the discussion. Directing your savings in the right
direction can be 21 times more effective in slowing down climate change than what you can
do with your daily choices. So it doesn't matter what our money does when we enjoy winter
hobbies, but with our own direct and indirect savings we can make an impact.

We built a website in Finland focusing on the theme and expert articles on the topic. We did
paid advertising on Facebook to drive traffic to the theme page. The campaign was part of
the global POW campaign and coincided with COP26. POW UK had a strong presence at
the COP26 event.

0106 CAMPAIGNS - POW EU

5000
Visitors in the theme page 

1
Theme page on influencing

 with money 



POW MOBILITY WEEK
Protect Our Winters EU organized the first ever
POW Mobility Week from 28 March to 3 April
2022.

The idea was above all to activate POW's
partners to participate, e.g. by challenging their
employees to move smarter during the week, to
communicate in their own communication
channels in favor of smarter movement or to be
involved in some other way.

POW EU also organizes a fundraising campaign
through the Active Giving app, which tracks
sustainable movements and connects it to
POW's fundraising.

0106 CAMPAIGNS - POW EU

39800
Followers

@rukaskiresort

18300
Followers

@pyhaskiresort

Ruka, Pyhä and Virta from POW Finland's Mobility Week partners also took part.
Many others expressed interest in participating the following year.
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During the term of office, we applied for and received funding covering 75% of our project "Winter
sports, exercise and outdoor enthusiasts' wise mobility". Thanks to the project support, we can now
better focus on implementing the communication of POW's strategic focus.

For years, POW has recognized the acute need to increase the knowledge of people and
organizations working in the field of winter sports and outdoor activities about different
alternatives to emission-intensive forms of mobility and tourism and to offer concrete services to
promote smart movement. The goal of the project is to support and guide winter sports and
outdoor enthusiasts to choose sustainable modes of transport and forms of travel near and far.

The project is scheduled for 2022, i.e. the project period also covers part of the following operating
period. Also, the financial return of the project will only be visible during the project period in the
2022-2023 budget. We will present the final results of the project in the reporting for the term
2022-2023.

In the spring of 2022, the mobility guidance website was completed, the theme of the project was
strongly featured on POW and its community's social media. In addition, preparatory work was
done in the background for the autumn and early winter activations.

WISE MOBILITY FOR WINTER
SPORTS, EXERCISE AND OUTDOORS

0107 SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY -PROJECT

Sustainable mobility -website: 
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OVERVIEW OF FINANCING

08 FINANCE AND ECONOMY

The financial volume of operations continued to
grow. The income of the term was a total of 83.405
euros. The income of the association's operating
period came from commercial partnerships,
membership fees of companies and communities,
individual membership fees, donations & project
fundings. 

83.405€
Total income

More specific financial info contact noora@protectourwinters.fi
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Total operational costs:
Income and funding
   Income total

Expenses
Salaries
   Salaries total
Pension expenses
Other salary expenses
   Salary expenses total
Salary expensies total

Other expensives
   Other expensives total

Fundraising: 
Income
Expenses
Surplus

Surplus

General support

Sum total

surplus / deficit of the accounting
period



08 FINANCE AND ECONOMY

It was also decided to include project funding, foundation funding and grants to associations
as part of the funding package, and in the term of office 2021-2022 we successfully received
positive decisions on the following funding:

· P & G Athletes For Good & Sini Pyy 25.000$
· Traficom - SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY FOR WINTER SPORTS, EXERCISE AND
OUTDOORS 31.680€ (Not included in revenue in the financial year)
· Ministry of the Environment, general fund- 6000€

 

At the beginning of the term, a fundraising license was obtained, which enables new
forms of financing to support the operation and ensure the development of the
operation.

You can make a donation to POW as an individual or a company. By donating, you help
POW to do even more impressive climate work.

Donations to POW can be made via Mobile Pay, to a separate donation account or
through the online store on POW's website.

DONATIONS AND FUNDRAISING

PROJECT FUNDING AND GRANTS

MEDIA SPACE FOR CAMPAIGN
Action: 

70 In Mediateko's advertising space at
railway stations and ski resorts, the
"Snowless Christmas campaign in
December-January

POW Finland's operation would not be possible without the support of its partners. The
number of partners has stabilized at around thirty. Together with and with the support of
partners, POW carried out communications, campaigns and events, informed about
climate change and its effects on winter sports, and influenced decision-makers.

280.000€
Funding and services from
partners

Sponsor Insight donated the meters and services
needed to measure communication and
recognition for our use for the duration of the
term.

12000€
Worth of services 

TOOLS FOR MEASURING
COMMUNICATION AND AWARENESS

Action: 

PARTNERS
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PARTNERS

PRIMARY PARTNERS

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

SUPPORT MEMBERS & PARTNERS
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Christmas campaign letters to MPs and a performance of snowless Christmas
carols at the parliament building
INITIATIVE/written question: PRICE CONTROL FOR LOW-EMISSION
TRAFFIC
Involved in selected climate organizations induced outputs

01

Membership and cooperation with SKI.fi, the central organization of
Finnish ski centers
Speech at the SHKY annual meeting
Mobility Week campaign with Ruka and Pyhä ski-resorts
Levi WC event partnership
Snowboard association Finnish Championships partnership

Christmas campaign 
Mobility Week
Wise mobility -project 
POW runs
Talks and speeches
Events
Ambassadors

Containing the climate crisis is not just about averting a disaster.

It is also about protecting the things you love. BECAUSE...

Without winter, there is no tired but happy feeling after skiing or skiing day. There is no
après ski without winter. Without winter, there are no ski trips and thermal coffee
moments in the middle of nature. Without winter, there is no joy on children's faces that
winter brings.

09 SUMMARY & FINAL WORDS

POLICY CHANGES:

COOPERATION AND PARTNERSHIPS:

COMMUNITY CHANGE:

#PELASTETAANTALVET #PROTECTOURWINTERS
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#PROTECTOURWINTERS, 
together

According to surveys and studies, nature is important to the vast majority of Finns, and
two out of three perceive climate change as the biggest threat of our time. However,
influencing things seems difficult for many and they feel powerless in front of big things.
Working together and feeling that others are also ready to protect things dear to them
helps and brings strength in the face of big problems.

NGO activity has been found to be one of the most effective ways to bring about change
alongside voting. All those involved in POW are therefore already at the forefront of
saving winter, hobbies and nature. We also have the opportunity to inspire more new
people, which according to the surveys, there are a lot of people in Finland as well. Values
  and things that are important to you must also be turned into concrete actions even
faster, because the climate crisis does not seem to be slowing down. We don't give
equalization either.

Our movement's operations are growing at a good pace and saving winters is constantly
activating more people to act against the climate crisis. This is a great direction, because
politics and the big decisions made there always reflect the mood and state of society. In
the long run, the decisions are not in the hands of a small group, but in all of us.

After all, we already have the tools in our hands with which we can fight the climate
crisis. They just have to be put into use! A big thank you to the members, partners,
ambassadors, volunteers, donors and all snow lovers who are at the forefront of saving
winter. Let's continue working for the winters, enjoy the joy of snow again soon and show
the model to others as well. Enthusiasm tends to catch on!

Waiting for the first snow,
Miikka Hast

Greetings and thank you
from the Chairman 

09 SUMMARY & FINAL WORDS
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CONTACT
INFORMATION

www.protectourwinters.fi

#PELASTETAANTALVET

Toiminnanjohtaja

Noora Vihervaara
+358405255323
noora@protectourwinters.fi

PICTURES IN THE ANNUAL REPORT: 
Aino Huotari, Harri Tarvainen, Kalle Viira 

Protect Our Winters Finland Ry
info@protectourwinters.fi

Puheenjohtaja

Miikka Hast
+358505824199
miikka@protectourwinters.fi
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